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A critical review of the problem of spontaneous penetration of
a wetting liquid into pore channels shows that no theory exists to
quantitatively predict the initial stage of imbibition. Since C. H.
Bosanquet (1923, Phil. Mag. 45, 525), the theory operates with an
universal velocity UBosanquet= (2γ cos θ/ρr)1/2, with γ being the
surface tension, θ the contact angle, r the capillary/pore radius, and
ρ the fluid density. It is assumed that the initial impulse of the liq-
uid entering the pore is insignificant for the penetration dynamics.
Though the importance of the outside flow pattern has been noted
in many papers, a thorough mathematical analysis of this effect is
lacking in the literature. We derived a generalized equation of the
fluid front motion by averaging the Euler equations of flow inside
and outside the pore space. This analysis shows the significance
of the flow patterns at the pore entrance. The initial stage of liq-
uid imbibition is studied in the inviscid approximation using the
methods of dynamic systems. The phase portrait of the dynamic
system reveals a multiplicity of penetration regimes. Remarkably,
the Bosanquet solution represents a particular regime, with the ap-
parent mass being set zero. The Bosanquet trajectory refers to a
separatrix of the phase portrait. It is shown that the initial condi-
tions affect the rate of uptake significantly. The initial conditions
stem from the prehistory of the fluid motion outside the pores prior
to the liquid–solid contact. The phase portrait method allows us to
distinguish two groups of solutions for the capillary rise dynamics
of an inviscid fluid. The first group of trajectories corresponds to
the liquid front rebound; the second group includes cyclic trajec-
tories which correspond to the periodic regimes with liquid front
oscillations at the equilibrium position. The upper estimate of the
oscillation amplitude is found. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: liquid uptake; capillary rise; systems with variable
masses; Bosanquet equation; dynamic systems; Bernoulli’s oscil-
lations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When a capillary or a porous body is set in contact wit
wetting fluid, the fluid spontaneously wets the pore walls
penetrates inside. This phenomenon is observed in many n
1 Permanent address: The Institute for Problems in Mechanics, Rus
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and physiological processes and has numerous technologic
plications in oil and gas recovery, civil engineering, agricultu
catalysis, paper and fiber industries, and so forth. Despit
apparent simplicity and more than 80-year history of inte
studies, the problem of spontaneous penetration still attr
considerable attention and opens new challenges for physi
chemists, and engineers (1–7).

Spontaneous liquid imbibition is caused by the forces of
traction between fluid and solid. It occurs when the free ene
of the solid–gas interface exceeds the free energy of the s
liquid interface. Therefore, wetting leads to a reduction of
total free energy of the system. An interplay of intermolecu
interactions in the vicinity of the three-phase contact line gi
rise to a macroscopic wetting force which depends on the
face tension of the liquid,γ , the pore radius,r , and the contac
angle,θ . The latter is an effective parameter characterizin
given solid–liquid–gas system. For wetting fluids,θ < 90◦. In
cylindrical capillaries, the wetting force, expressed as the p
sure difference across the liquid–gas interface, is given by
Laplace equation,PL = 2γ cosθ/r . The imbibition ceases whe
the wetting force is balanced by an external force—in particu
gravity. The equilibrium height of the liquid rise in a capilla
is given by`cap= 2γ cosθ/ρgr , with ρ being the fluid density
andg the gravity.

The Lucas–Washburn Noninertial Kinetics of Uptake

Since the work of Lucas (8) and Washburn (9), the dynam
of imbibition has been described by balancing the wetting fo
by the gravity and the viscous Poisseuillian resistance. In
doing, the motion of the liquid column in a vertical cylindric
capillary is governed by the Lucas–Washburn (LW) equatio

(8η/ρr 2)x dx/dt = 2γ cosθ/ρr − gx. [1]

Here, the column height is denoted byx and the fluid viscosity by
η. The LW equation of the imbibition dynamics in porous sol
has the same structure with effective parameters of permea
and hydraulic radius (10–12).

The LW equation has proved adequate for the uptake of
cous fluids in capillaries and porous solids of a relatively la
extension in the direction of flow. Whenever the gravity fac
1 0021-9797/01 $35.00
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102 KORNEV AN

is insignificant so that the inequalityx ¿ 2γ cosθ/(ρgr ) holds,
the scaling relation between the depth of penetration and
takes the formx ∼ √t . Although this “diffusion” regime is well
suited to the intermediate stage of imbibition in long capillar
and packed beds (11–14), the LW equation fails to describe
initial stage of penetration. Indeed, the initial velocity due
Eq. [1] is infinite, in obvious contradiction with high-resolutio
observations (1, 2, 6, 7, 15–21). Miller and Tyomkin, who d
signed a number of instruments and suggested various met
for studying spontaneous uptake experimentally, have com
the ultimate conclusion that the LW equation is inapplicable
various fibrous materials (22–24). The failure of the LW eq
tion has been attributed to the neglect of fluid inertia.

“Inertial Capillarity”

While the idea of accounting for the fluid inertia looks trivia
the approach to “inertial capillarity” (1) is not so simple as
seems at a first sight. The key question concerns the form o
equation describing the motion of liquid column. Particular
the terms associated with the effect of attachment/detachm
of fluid particles at the capillary entrance have been attractin
long-lasting continuous discussion in the literature (1, 6, 10–

Indeed, the problem of the correctness of the ordinary N
tonian equation governing the capillary rise kinetics has b
posed long ago, back in the 18th century. We thank G.
Mikhailov (26) for pointing us to the letter from Georg Wolfgan
Krafft to Euler (dated September 24, 1748) in which Kraft h
put forward the puzzle:

The mechanical ruledc= p dt/morc dc= p ds/massumes that the mass
m is constant during the entire motion; would it not be possible to create su
a rule in which the mass, or rather the moving point, could be variable? . . . I
think that it would then become possible to derive the measure of the ri
of fluids into capillary tubes, for in this case the mass that rises increas
all the time. Please, Sir, let me know your thoughts regarding this matter
some suitable opportunity.

The Euler answer is unavailable; most likely, it did not surv
(26). This historic excursus shows that the problem of capill
rise represents an instructive example of the motion of a sys
of variable mass. Typical for such systems, uncertainty conc
the momentum flux flowing in/out of the moving liquid colum
when the fluid particles are attached to or detached from it (
33). There are two distinct points of view on the role of outs
flow: some researchers believe that the outside flow is un
portant while others consider the outside effects crucial for
initial uptake dynamics.

The Kinetics Unaffected by the Outside Flow Pattern:
The Bosanquet Equation

Almost 200 years after Krafft’s letter and 2 years after t
Washburn publication (9), Bosanquet considered the capil

rise dynamics by ignoring the flow outside the capillary e
trance (29). He showed that the effect of fluid inertia modifies
D NEIMARK
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LW equation to give

d(x dx/dt)/dt + (8η/ρr 2)x dx/dt = 2γ cosθ/ρr − gx. [2]

At the initial stage of liquid penetration the inertial and capilla
forces dominate the others:

d(x dx/dt)/dt ≈ 2γ cosθ/ρr. [3]

Assuming that the initial momentum of liquid is zero,x dx/dt =
0, t = 0, Bosanquet come to a finite initial penetration veloc
given by

UBosanquet=
√
`capg= (2γ cosθ/ρr )1/2. [4]

Thus, accounting for fluid inertia remedies the velocity dive
gence inherent to the LW equation. The Bosanquet velocit
universal: It is independent of the conditions of penetratio
However, initial velocities observed in high-resolution upta
experiments were found to be finite, yet different from this un
versal value (1, 6, 15–21); see Section 2 for details.

The Kinetics Influenced by the Outside Flow Effects:
The SNC Equation

The next principal step in understanding the problem of sp
taneous penetration was taken by Szekelyet al.(30). They cou-
pled the outside and inside hydrodynamics and considered
effect of apparent mass caused by the flow pattern outside
capillary. The authors modified the Bosanquet equation [2]
introducing the apparent mass in the form

d((x + cr ) dx/dt)/dt + (8η/ρr 2)x dx/dt

= 2γ cosθ/ρr − gx, [5]

wherec is a constant of the order of unity (c = 7/6 in the original
paper (30)). In the Szekely–Neumann–Chuang (SNC) equa
[5], the initial velocity is set to zero (dx/dt = 0, x = 0, t = 0),
and, therefore, it is implied that the initial acceleration is fin
and given byd2x/dt2 = 2γ cosθ/cρr 2 at x = 0, t = 0. It is
worth noting that similarly to the Bosanquet approach, in t
SNC approach, the initial momentum of the liquid column
neglected (x dx/dt = 0 atx = 0, t = 0), which leaves no room
for a consistent consideration of the effects of the outside fl
development. The correct formulation of the initial conditions
crucial if, for example, one attempts to distinguish between
dynamics of absorption of a droplet impinging upon a shee
writing paper and that of a droplet gently deposited on a pa
towel.

Thus, the existing models of liquid imbibition operate wit

n-
the
three initial velocities: infinite (LW equation), zeroth (SNC
equation), and universal (Bosanquet equation).
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Paper Outline

This paper is aimed at a revision of the fundamentals of
theory of liquid uptake. We start from a critical review of expe
mental data on spontaneous liquid penetration and show tha
zeroth initial velocity implied by the SNC model is not justifie
(Section 2). The Bosanquet velocity [4] was never observe
well, yet it gives a rough estimate of the initial velocity eith
for low-viscosity liquids or for sufficiently wide capillaries.

Thus, the treatment of experimental data corresponding to
inertial regime of liquid imbibition is questionable. To resol
this contradiction, we have derived the equation of capillary
of an inviscid fluid, augmenting the SNC equation. The appro
is based on averaging the Euler equations inside and outsid
pore space (Section 3). We show that various hydrodyna
schemes of fluid flow at the capillary inlet lead to distinct flo
regimes (Section 4). Using the method of phase portraits, we
alyze the SNC equation and reveal a wide spectrum of soluti
which are determined by initial conditions associated with
parent mass and reactive impulse of the fluid column (Sectio
The flow pattern at the inlet not only affects the rate of liqu
uptake, but also influences the maximal rise of the menis
The method proposed describes also the oscillating regim
imbibition of inviscid liquids observed recently by Querre (
(Sections 4, 5). In this paper, we focus on the problem of
correct description of the moving front during the capillary ri
We implicitly assume the applicability of a one-dimension
approach, ignoring 3D flow patterns at the pore entrance
at the meniscus. Dynamic contact angle effects and assoc
problems of meniscus formation are also neglected. These p

lems are poorly understood, yet existing practice (1, 15, 17)

d

5

Table 1). Since the detailed rheological properties of these flu-

shows that the time of meniscus formation is much less than

TABLE 1
Results of the Liquid Uptake Experiments

Equilibrium Bosanquet
Surface Capillary height, velocity, Observe

Viscosity,η Density,ρ tension, radius,r `cap= 2 cosθ× UBosanquet= velocity
Liquid (mPa-s) (kg/m3) γ (mN/m) (10−6m) Kinetics γ /ρgr (mm)

√
`capg (cm/s) (cm/s)

Silicone oila 0.5× 103 980 21.1 421 Lucas–Washburn 10.4 31 ÷
Ethanola 1.17 780 21.6 689 Bosanquet-like 8.1 28 17± 1
Ethanolb 1.17 780 21.6 242 Bosanquet-like 23.2(24.2) 47.8(48.8) 15.
Ethera 0.3 710 16.6 689 Oscillations observed 7.1 26 23
Mixturec 0.77 955 57 2500 Bosanquet-like 4.8 2 3
Waterd 1 998 71.8 133 Bosanquet-like 110 104 30
Waterd 1 998 71.8 298 Bosanquet-like 49 69 47
Waterd 1 998 71.8 420.5 Bosanquet-like 35 58 39
Waterd 1 998 71.8 595.5 Bosanquet-like 24.6 49 35
Waterb 1 998 71.8 242 Bosanquet-like 60 77 15÷ 14
Waterb 1 998 71.8 285 Bosanquet-like 51 71 18÷ 20

a Quere (1),θ = 0◦.
b LeGrand and Rense (15),θ = 0◦.
c Sellet al. (19),θ = 10◦.
d Jeje (17),θ = 0◦, vertical and horizontal orientation of capillaries.

ids are unavailable, a quantitative analysis is hindered.
e Since in (15) and (17) the physical properties of water and ethanol use
parentheses correspond to the measured values.
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the time scale under consideration. Although beyond the m
scope of this paper, the question will be briefly addressed u
Discussion.

2. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The flow visualization experiments and measurements o
rate of liquid uptake are restricted mainly to the channels of s
plest geometries, the Hele–Shaw cells (21), and axisymm
capillaries (1, 6, 17, 19, 20). The results of these observat
are summarized in Table 1. In most of the experiments, a reg
with a finite initial velocity was observed. However, its mag
tude was always smaller than the Bosanquet velocity [4].

In the microgravity experiments (21), a Hele–Shaw cell w
an encapsulated drop was released from a height of 110 m
evacuated container with the internal pressure below 1 mbar
free fall time was about 5 s. Practically weightless conditio
(10−5 g) were reached within few milliseconds. Due to a rap
change of acceleration from the normal gravity to micrograv
the liquid was forced to fill the Hele–Shaw cell. The dynam
of liquid invasion was recorded and the dynamics of the liq
finger propagation was evaluated. Two different regimes of
uid propagation were observed depending on the fluid visco
In the case of viscous fluids (3M Fluorinert Dielektrika FC-7
viscosity 0.013–0.015 ps), the liquid front propagated upwar
the square root of time (LW kinetics), while in the case of lo
viscosity fluids (dimethylsiloxane polymers, viscosity∼0.005
and∼0.0078–0.009 ps) the liquid front moved with a consta
velocity appreciably different from the Bosanquet value (
d were not reported, we took the standard values at room temperature. The data in the
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Qualitatively similar results were obtained by Sellet al. in
1984 (19) and Sell and Maisch in 1986 (20). The authors tra
the liquid column movement and the meniscus shape in
crogravity experiments. A mixture of cyclohexane and carb
tetrachloride in softened water was used. The liquid rise in g
tubes was filmed at 200 frames/s. The menisci observed in s
deviated from the hemispherical shape and were less stable
those observed on Earth. The authors argued that hydrodyn
forces cause the meniscus shape deformation.

A number of experiments were performed in capillaries
various shapes, including unduloidal, cone-like, and sinuso
channels. Several researchers used glass capillaries of d
ent sizes to study the dynamics of capillary rise by stro
scopic photography (time intervals of 1/10 and 1/20 s (15))
and by high-speed camera (500–2000 images per second
200 images per second (1, 6)).

Quere (1) reported instructive results on capillary rise
various wetting fluids. For high-viscosity fluids such as s
cone oil, the height of the liquid column followed the Luca
Washburn kinetics (x ≈ √t) at short time intervals (with the
resolution≈1 image per 0.4 s) and, when approaching`cap,
the column height relaxed exponentially with the charac
istic relaxation timeτη= 16γ η cosθ/(ρ2g2r 3). Almost invis-
cid fluids such as ethanol and ether showed a different ki
ics. In particular, within the initial time interval up to 20 m
when the ethanol column traveled about 3 mm, the relation
tween the column height and time was linear. Remarkable
sults were obtained as the liquid viscosity decreased so tha
time of viscous reaction became smaller than the character
time of liquid uptake. This condition ensures the applicabi
of the inviscid fluid approximation. The time of viscous rea
tion can be estimated by setting the corresponding Reyn
number to the order of unity,τRe= ρr 2/8η. In other words,
it is assumed that within this time interval both terms in t
LHS of Eq. [2] are of the same order of magnitude. Om
ting the outside flow effects, the characteristic time of liqu
uptake can be roughly assessed asτBosanquet= `cap/UBosanquet.
In terms of viscosity, the condition of validity of the invisci
fluid approximation,τReÀ τBosanquet, is given by the constrain
η ¿ gρ3/2r 5/2(2γ cosθ )−1/2/8. In this case, Quere observe
power descending oscillations,h ∝ 1/t , of the liquid column
near the equilibrium position, instead of the exponential rel
ation. A reasonable explanation of the oscillation regime w
given recently in (6). However, as we show below (see Sec
5), the oscillations of an inviscid fluid are largely affected by t
outside flow patterns.

As seen in Table 1, the initial velocity of liquid uptake is
nite, in contradiction with the SNC model, but does not follo
the Bosanquet law [4]. The measured velocity is systematic
lower than the Bosanquet value [4] and depends on the phy
chemical properties of the liquid as well as on the experime
conditions. However, the tendency toward the Bosanquet ve
ity [4] can be revealed from the Quere experiments (1) on e

and from the Jeje data (17) also. It is worth noting that the SN
approach can be applied either (i ) at the immediate vicinity of
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the moment of meniscus formation or (i i ) when the developed
flow pattern has been settled. The intermediate regime of flo
the pore entrance cannot be described within the inviscid fl
approximation. In the first case, the physical picture is akin
the sudden detachment of a rigid disk from the liquid surfa
Specifically, while the disk takes up some velocity, the liqu
in the container is still motionless due to its inertia (34). In t
second case, for applicability of the inviscid fluid approxim
tion, the meniscus has to travel some distance from the capi
end to avoid the problems of meniscus/capillary edge hydro
namic interactions. Most likely, the experimentalists obser
the second case, because the cameras used were unable t
all the events from the uptake beginning. If so, the Jeje ob
vation (17) of a tendency for the initial velocities to be close
the Bosanquet value [4] can be explained by sufficiently w
capillaries employed. Indeed, as the capillary radius increa
the contribution of the viscous forces to the force balance
creases compared with the inertial forces. In fact, the Bosan
and SNC regimes are characterized by a well-developed
flow with a thin lubricating viscous boundary layer. This flo
pattern is seemingly kindred to that existing at Borda’s mou
piece (34). Assuming that the camera traced the events sh
from the uptake onset, one may ignore the effect of the
parent mass to get a rough estimate of the initial velocity
such a case the Bosanquet value gives a reasonable upp
timate for the initial velocity in accord with the experiment
trend.

From this brief review of the available experimental data
conclude that neither of the models proposed earlier can des
a finite initial velocity of uptake and oscillating relaxation of th
liquid front at the equilibrium position. Both these phenome
more prominent for low-viscosity fluids, are related to the co
pling of the inside and outside flow patterns. Below, we prop
a generalized model of uptake dynamics in the inviscid fl
approximation and elucidate a general form of the equatio
capillary rise and rebound.

3. DERIVATION OF THE BASIC MODEL
FOR A SINGLE CAPILLARY

Consider a capillary immersed vertically into a container fill
with an incompressible liquid (Fig. 1). The flow is described
the Euler equation

ρ
∂u
∂t
= −∇ · π, [6]

whereu is the fluid velocity andπ is the stress tensor. In or
der to derive the equation of the meniscus motion, let’s in
grate theX-component of Eq. [6] over the volumeV occupied
by the fluid. The volumeV is limited by the container walls an

Cthe moving surfaces: the meniscus in the capillary and the free
surface of the bulk liquid outside the capillary. These surfaces
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FIG. 1. Schematic of capillary rise experiment.

are moving in opposite directions. The integration gives

ρ

∫
V

∂uX

∂t
dV = −

∫
V

∇iπi X dV. [7]

The RHS can be transformed into the surface integral

−
∫
V

∇iπi X dV = −
∮
S

niπi X dS, [8]

wheren is the external normal to the surface, andSis the surface
of the fluid boundary. Restricting ourselves to the case of invis
fluids, we can write the components of the stress tensor as

πik = δik p+ ρui uk + ρgXδi X i, k = x, y, z. [9]

Up to this point, we have used the basic hydrodynamic eq
tions. No specific features of the process have been utili
Based on specific conditions of experiments, the customar
sumptions allow us to simplify the calculations (30). It is wo
noting that, in general, the free surface outside the capilla
not absolutely flat, but is slightly bent at the capillary wall. Ho
ever, if the container size is much larger than the character
length of a capillary wave,

√
γ /ρg, the contribution of this re-
gion into the surface integral [8] is negligible. Therefore, w
can use the following kinematic conditions for the velocity
CAPILLARIES AND MEMBRANES 105
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the free surfaces:

uX|at the meniscus= ẋ,

uX|at the free surface outside the capillary= L̇. [10]

Accounting for the assumed uniformity of the pressure dist
bution over the free surfaces, the surface integral [8] is redu
to

−
∮
S

niπi X dS= −
∮
S

(nX p+ ρuXun dS− ρgnX X) dS

= −p(L)(Sbottom− Scapillary)− p(x)Scapillary

− ρ L̇2(Sbottom− Scapillary)− ρ ẋ2Scapillary

− ρgL(Sbottom− Scapillary)− ρgx Scapillary

+
∫

Sbottom

p(−`) dS, [11]

where−` is theX-coordinate of the container bottom. Assumin
that the container is much larger than the immersed part of
capillary, the flow can be considered localized at the capilla
entrance. Therewith, the pressure field outside the immed
vicinity of the capillary entrance is hydrostatic, and we can s
for the pressure at the container bottomp(−`) = patmospheric+
ρg(L + `). Making use of the incompressibility condition

L = (V0− (x + `)Scapillary)/(Sbottom− Scapillary), [12]

whereV0 is the initial fluid volume, and applying the Laplac
equation for the pressure difference across the meniscus, Eq.
can be simplified to

−
∮
S

niπi X dS= 2γ cosθ

r
Scapillary− ρ ẋ2Scapillary[1+ Scapillary/

(Sbottom− Scapillary)] − ρg(x + `)Scapillary

× [1+ Scapillary/(Sbottom− Scapillary)]

+ ρgV0Scapillary/(Sbottom− Scapillary). [13]

Consider now the LHS of Eq. [7]. Following the above assum
tions, it is convenient to rewrite the time derivative as

ρ

∫
V

∂uX

∂t
dV = ρ d

dt

∫
V

uXdV − ρ L̇2(Sbottom− Scapillary)

− ρ ẋ2Scapillary≈ ρScapillary
d

dt
[xẋ]

+ d

dt

∫
V

uX dV − ρ ẋ2Scapillary
e
at

container

× [1+ Scapillary/(Sbottom− Scapillary)]. [14]
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Comparing Eqs. [13] and [14], we arrive at the basic equat

ρScapillary
d

dt
[xẋ] + ρ d

dt

∫
Vcontainer

uX dV

= −ρgScapillary[1+ Scapillary/(Sbottom− Scapillary)](x − x0),

[15]

where

x0 = [V0/(Sbottom− Scapillary)+ `cap]/

[1+ Scapillary/(Sbottom− Scapillary)] − `. [16]

As seen, Eq. [16] cannot be reduced to the Bosanquet for
the ratioScapillary/(Sbottom− Scapillary) diminishes. We need also
put (l = V0/(Sbottom− Scapillary). Even in such a limit, the equa
tion contains an extra term, which is determined by the fl
pattern outside the capillary inlet. This term can be treated
reaction force of the outside fluid

Freaction= −ρ d

dt

∫
Vcontainer

uX dV, [17]

or the “net rate at which positive momentum flows in” the c
illary (30). (See also (31–33) for historical review of vario
approaches to treatment of systems with variable mass.)

4. EFFECT OF THE FLOW PATTERN ON THE
REACTION FORCE

As discussed by Quereet al. (6), the dynamics of upwar
and downward front motion are different. First, let us show
distinguishing features of the upward and downward mot
restricting ourselves to potential flows,u = ∇ϕ.

Sink/Source Flow Patterns

In upward motion, the outside flow looks like a sink flo
(Fig. 2a) or the flow at Borda’s mouthpiece: the fluid underne
the pore entrance is involved in the upward motion without
dies (if the capillary edges are suitably designed (1, 34)). Du
the assumption that the fluid at the container bottom is mot
less, the potential diminishes there, so thatϕ→ 0, X→−`.
The reaction force Eq. [17] can be written as

Freaction= −ρ d

dt

∫
S−Scapillary

ϕ(L) dS− ρ d

dt

∫
Scapillary

ϕ(0)dS. [18]

As an illustration, we may consider the case of an impac

capillary,L = 0. Mathematically, this problem is equivalent t
determining the irrotational flow due to an impact of a rigid di
D NEIMARK
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of radiusr (34). Using the solution to this problem (34), w
get

Freaction= −4rρ

3π
ẍ Scapillary.

Thus, we arrive at the SNC equation [5] with the appar
massρcr Scapillary= 4ρr Scapillary/(3π ). In other words, the fluid
volume involved in such a motion is of the order of the volu
of the sphere with the radius equal to the capillary radius. C
sidering another limiting case of a developed sink-type flow,
authors of (30) obtained another estimate,c = 7/6. Both these
results are expected from a dimensional analysis. Ind
the only length scale associated with the source type flow is
capillary radius. Therefore, the apparent mass cannot depe
another scale.

Recirculatory Flows

The outside flow patterns during the outward front flow m
be significantly different from the sink/source flow patterns (
(35, 36) for reviews). Zauner (35) observed two typical fl
schemes. If the Reynolds number is large (in the Zauner ex
ments on glycerol jets Re= 2Vrρ/(η

√
6)= 30, whereV is the

volumetric mean velocity obtained from the flow-rate measu
ments), the flow pattern is akin to that of the source flow
this case, one can expect the apparent mass of the same
of magnitude as that for the sink-flow pattern. As the Reyno
number decreases (below 10 in the Zauner experiments on
erol jets), a toroidal eddy is observed (Fig. 2b). As explai
by Schneider, this complex flow is caused by the fluid visc
ity (see review (36) and references therein). To see what
of modifications of the SNC equation might be expected, le
simplify the picture. First, integration of theX-velocity com-
ponent over the regions containing the viscous toroidal e
and the wakes behind it gives rise to a negligibly small term
other words, we can assume that the fluid particles are st
immediately after they reach these regions. The particles m
drift in the planes of the fluid table but not transversally. Th
the major contribution to the reaction force comes from the
gion of the jet branching (Fig. 2c). Entering the motionless flu
the jet disperses to form an umbrella-like shell. The shell sh
changes along with the variation of the jet discharge. Trea
the jet flow within the inviscid approximation and accounting
the above simplifications, the reaction force can be represe
as

ρ
d

dt

∫
Vjet region

uX dV = ρ
∮

Sjets

unuX dS= ρ
∫
S+jet

unuX dS

− ρ
∫
S−jet

unuX dS. [19]
o
skHere Sjet is the whole jet surface consisting of the upperS+jet
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FIG. 2. Characteristic features of the flows at the capillary entrance: (a) Sink-type flow pattern, (b) Recirculatory flow. (c) The model of a jet pe

a b

c

d

stagnant zone steadily. In the frame moving with the penetration velocityU , the umbrella-like contours are fixed. (d) A limiting case of jet penetration when the
fluid surface keeps its planar unperturbed configuration.

n
o e

fluid
jet
ed

nt
ear
uid
and lowerS−jet umbrella surfaces. In thin-layer approximatio
both umbrella sides look like equidistant surfaces; theref
the RHS of Eq. [19] can be calculated to give

ρ

∫
S+jet

unuX dS− ρ
∫
S−jet

unuX dS≈ −ρScapU
2, [20]

whereU is the velocity of the jet branching pointB in Fig. 2c,
which can be called the jet penetration velocity (37, 38). T

latter differs from the velocity of meniscus, but is of the sam
order of magnitude. Indeed, assuming the process to be ste
,
re,

he

we can apply Bernoulli’s theorem to the axial streamlineABC—
precisely, to the pointsA and C. Disregarding the pressur
difference from the hydraulic thrust, we get (ẋ −U )2 = U2 or
U = ẋ/2 (37).

Thus, modeled as a stagnant zone, the eddies confine the
flow into a jet bounded by free surfaces. The fluid behind the
head is motionless. At each instant of time it can be imagin
as a curvilinear rigid wall. The jet flow at the branching poi
looks like that observed when a jet impinges upon a curvilin
cavern. Invading the motionless fluid, the jet undergoes a fl

e
ady,
reaction referred as a ricochet effect. Thus, the recirculatory flow
is responsible for the additional reaction force.
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The presence of the fluid surface could affect the curvatur
the jet streamlines, and, therefore, could alter the jet propaga
velocity as well. Hence, the anticipated form of the reaction fo
in the recirculatory flow regime is

Freaction= − d

dt

∫
Vcontainer

uX dV = χρScapillaryẋ
2. [21]

Bernoulli’s Oscillations

It is worth noting that the model recently suggested in
to explain the observed oscillations of the liquid front impli
Eq. [21] withχ = 1. In our model, this is a limiting situation
which corresponds to jet spreading over the fluid surface w
out penetration underneath (Fig. 2d). In other words, the fl
surface serves as a rigid reflecting substrate (34). As the
particle reaches the capillary exit, the velocity vector imm
diately turns perpendicularly. Thus,χ = 1 is the upper limit
corresponding to a maximal possible effect of the stream
folding.

The problem of column rebound in a capillary is equivale
to column fall in a tube due to gravity, which deserved s
cial attention in the classical Bernoulli’s “Hydraulics” datin
back to 1738 (25). Bernoulli considered a columnar motion
which a pipe, full of a heavy inviscid fluid, is put in conta
with a pool of the same fluid. The pipe radius was assume
be large relative to the capillary length, so that the capillary
fects had been ignored. Neglecting the flow outside the p
but assuming that “the particles of fluid flowing out fall with
the ambient liquid immediately after discharge and then
fuse from here,” Bernoulli showed that the motion of the flu
column upward differs from the downward motion. In the mo
ern language, the energy dissipation due to viscosity has
attributed to the change of kinetic energy, in accord with
suggestion of Quereet al.(6). The explanations of the capillar
rise oscillations and the corresponding equations for the m
mal and minimal values of the column positions are similar
those obtained by Bernoulli for gravity-driven flow in a pip
(25).

Porous Membrane

Distinct from single capillaries, the outside flow patterns d
ing the capillary rise and rebound in a porous membrane
expected to be of the sink/source kind. Considering a por
membrane as a bundle of capillaries, one can be convinced
a well-developed recircular flow at each pore entrance is
likely, because a system of jets coming to or emanating fr
the pores makes the stream laminar. The characteristic le
associated with the outside flow is much greater than the p
size. To support this idea, we recall that the problem of the o
side flow is akin to the problem of disc impact (34). But for t
latter it is known (34) that the order of magnitude of the d

apparent mass is that of a sphere with a radius comparable t
membrane size.
D NEIMARK
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Generalized Equation of the Liquid Front Motion

Summarizing the results, we conclude that in the limit o
negligible capillary radius,

Scapillary/(Sbottom− Scapillary)→ 0, [22]

the generalized equation of the front motion in the inviscid flu
approximation can be written as

d((x + cr ) dx/dt)/dt − χ (dx/dt)2 = 2γ cosθ/ρr − gx.

[23]

In many cases the recirculatory flow does not develop (χ = 0),
and Eq. [23] reduces to the SNC equation [5] for an invis
fluid. Equation [23] describes the front motion at intermedia
Reynolds numbers, withχ = 0 for upward motion, and with
c = 0, 0< χ ≤ 1 for downward motion.

The SNC equation can be justified by averaging the Eu
equation assuming that the flow at the capillary entrance i
the sink/source kind. This assumption is applicable only if
Reynolds number is large enough. Unfortunately, the spec
values of the admissible Reynolds numbers are unavailable
the case when the free fluid surfaces are present in the conta
We can refer only to the experiments with fluids in confin
boxes (34, 35). The rate at which the outward column car
out the momentum cannot be expressed in a uniform form
the whole range of Reynolds numbers. Therefore, neither p
nomenological equations suggested in (27) nor equations f
(28) can be justified. For large Reynolds numbers we can
the SNC equation, while for the Reynolds numbers compat
for the ricochet regimes of column fall, the column rise and f
must be considered differently (6, 25).

In the next section we present a detailed analysis of the S
equation for an inviscid fluid to reveal the possibility for gettin
a better description of the uptake data within its framework. T
oscillating regimes will be discussed briefly, only to enrich t
scheme offered in (6).

5. ANALYSIS OF THE SNC MODEL

Below, we classify all possible regimes of the capillary upta
dynamics allowed by the SNC equation [5] for an invisc
fluid, η = 0. Assume that the capillary just touches the fr
surface,L = 0, and the capillary radius is much smaller than t
container cross-sectional area. Scaling the front position by
equilibrium capillary length,H = x/`cap, and the time by
the characteristic time,τ = √`cap/g, T = t/τ , we arrive at the
dimensionless equation

d((H + α) d H/dT)/dT = 1− H, [24]

whereα = cr/`cap.
It is convenient to rewrite this equation as a dynamic syste

(H + α) d H/dT = Z, [25]

o the

d Z/dT = 1− H. [26]
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The fist line is merely the definition of the momentum of
system with variable mass, and the second line expresse
force balance.

General Properties of the Dynamic System [25] and [26]

The system [25] and [26] allows us to perform a compl
analysis of the problem using the phase portrait method of c
sical mechanics. In particular, one can be convinced that the
stationary point of this system is (Zst, Hst) =(0, 1). The verti-
cal line H = −α is a special line at which the velocityd H/dT
changes sign. Moreover, in the point (0,−α), the velocity is
undetermined. Linearization of the system [24] and [25] in
vicinity of the special points (Zst, Hst) and (0,−α) shows that the
first point is elliptic, while the second is hyperbolic. The ellip
stationary point corresponds to the equilibrium position of
meniscus,Hst = 1,d H/dT/Hst=1 = 0. In the vicinity of the equi-
librium position the meniscus oscillates. Scanned in varia
(Z, H ), the oscillations form elliptic streamlines. The physic
meaning of the hyperbolic point is not so obvious.

Using the first integral,

d Z2/2= (H + α)(1− H ) d H, [27]

one can parameterize all the streamlines of the dynamic sy
by the integration constantC as

Z2/2= H2(1− α)/2− H3/3+ αH + C. [28]

Qualitatively different solutions of the dynamic system [25] a
[26] are separated by theseparatrixwhich consists of the loop
and two branches emerging from the hyperbolic special p
(0,−α) (Fig. 3). The separatrix loop intersects the axisZ = 0
at H = −α (the hyperbolic special point) and atH = Hs (the
most right point of the separatrix). The value ofHs is given by

FIG. 3. Phase portrait of the dynamic system [24]–[25]. SNC is the Szek

Neumann–Chuang solution. The symbolsdenote the stationary points of the
system.
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the solution to the algebraic equation

H2
s (1− α)

/
2− H3

s

/
3+ αHs + α3/6+ α2/2= 0. [29]

The separatrix is specified by the value ofC = Cs = α3/6+
α2/2. If C > Cs, we have two families of the streamlines th
start/end at the vertical lineH = −α. The streamlines of the firs
family located to the right of the vertical lineH = −α envelop
the separatrix loop and intersect the axisZ = 0 at H > Hs,.
The streamlines of the second group located to the left of
vertical lineH = −α have no physical meaning. They are goi
monotonically to/from minus infinity,H →−∞. If C < Cs,
we have another two families of the streamlines. Within
separatrix loop there are the cyclic trajectories enveloping
stationary point (Zst, Hst). Inside the curved corner formed b
the separatrix branches atH < −α, theU-shaped streamline
can be imagined as produced by a vortex at the left infinity.

Physical Meaning of the Solutions

Each trajectory including the separatrix corresponds to a
ticular solution of the equation [24] specified by given init
conditions. Therewith, only those trajectories that intersect
Z-axis and are located in the right half-planeH > 0 are phys-
ically meaningful as related to the problem of spontaneous
take. Among them, the cyclic trajectory—which contains
origin of coordinates (H = 0, Z = 0)—corresponds to the ze
roth initial velocity as prescribed by the SNC approach. In
inviscid approximation considered here, the cyclic SNC tra
tory corresponds to the oscillations of the liquid front arou
the equilibrium height with complete bounce back to the p
entrance. The others trajectories envelop the SNC trajectory
correspond to nonzeroth initial velocities,d H/dT = Z/α > 0
atH = 0. According to these trajectories the liquid injected w
a nonzeroth velocity will pass the equilibrium height, achie
a maximum, rebound, and leave the capillary. This behavio
predicted for an ideal inviscid fluid. In real situations, even l
viscosity causes the transformation of the cyclic trajectorie
the phase portrait (Fig. 3) into the spiral trajectories reeling
the stationary pointH = Hst. However, for any viscosity ther
exists a value of the initial injection velocity above which t
complete rebound is possible.

The cyclic trajectories inside the SNC loop refer to anot
physical experiment. Assume that the liquid front initially equ
brated in the capillary atH = Hst is forced to retract by applying
an external pressure. When the applied pressure is release
liquid front returns back to the equilibrium height. Is this ca
one would observe oscillations around the equilibrium.

The right pole of the SNC trajectory determines the maxim
height of the oscillating liquid column,Hmax, that is given by
the first integral [28] atC = 0:

H2
max−

3

2
Hmax(1− α)− 3α = 0 or
Hmax= 3

4
(1− α)+ 9

16
(1− α)2+ 3α. [30]
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Remarkably, the dimensional maximal heightxmax is always
smaller than the doubled capillary length, 2`cap. As the dimen-
sionless apparent massα tends to zero, the maximal height a
proaches 3̀cap/2 as shown in (1), and only when the appar
mass tends to infinity the maximal height asymptotically reac
2`cap. The latter case can be attributed to a porous membr
for which the characteristic length scale for outside flow is
sociated with the thickness of the fluid penetration.

Energy Considerations

The authors of (6) posed a question of why the energy
parently is lost. Indeed, if one derives the equation of mo
by applying the hypothesis of energy conservation, the resu
equation will differ from Eq. [25]. In the limiting caseα→ 0,
the solution givesHmax= 2 instead of 3/2 (6). This puzzle is
typical for all problems in which the mass of the system d
vary (31–34, 39). In fact, the energyF of moving liquid column
can be expressed as a sum of the kinetic energyT and the po-
tential energyE, F = T + E. Using the first integral [28], this
sum can be evaluated to give

F = T + E = Ż2

2(H + α)
+ 1

2
H2− H = 1

6

H − 3

H + α H2. [31]

It is apparent that the energy is lower than the initial poten
energy attributed toH = 0 (Fig. 4). The energy loss in an invis
cid fluid is not an artifact of the theory. It is merely a conseque
of the mass variability in this particular system. In the whole fl
filling the capillary and container, energy is conserved (see
details some discussions of open and closed mechanical sy
in (31–33)). As seen from Eq. [31], the front will move until th
energy reaches its minima. The condition for energy minim
FIG. 4. The energy as a function of the front position for various dime
sionless apparent masses.
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FIG. 5. The dimensionless column height as a function of the dimension
time for various dimensionless apparent masses.

expressed by Eqs. [30]. The period of oscillations for the S
solution can be found by direct integration of [28] assum
C = 0. The latter allows us to extract two limiting asymptote
As the apparent mass tends to zero, we get the periodT = 6 (1),
and in the opposite case,α→∞, we haveT ∝ √α. In Fig. 5,
the SNC solution is plotted for various dimensionless appa
masses.

In summary, the SNC solution describes the spontaneous
of liquid front from x = 0 to x = `capHmax and backward re-
bound tox = 0. Affected by the apparent mass, the maxim
height varies in the range 3/2< Hmax< 2 as the dimensionles
apparent mass increases from zero to infinity.

It should be noted that the cycles in the phase plane
transformed into spirals if we account for the fluid viscosity.
other words, the periodic oscillations are damped. Though
analysis of the viscosity effects lies beyond the scope of
paper, in Fig. 6 we plot sample curves, which typify the dyna
ics of fluid uptake for various regimes. The viscosity parame
Ä = 8τBosanquet/τRe characterizes the effect of fluid viscosity a
discussed in Section 2. The condition for front oscillations c
be found from the SNC equation [5] linearized about the eq
librium solutionH = 1+ ε, ε ¿ 1. Written in a dimensionles
form, the criterion for the oscillation regime relates the v
cosity parameterÄ and the apparent massα asÄ ≤ 2(1+ α).
Thus, the effect of apparent mass extends the range of visc
admissible for oscillations (6). Within this range, the fluid upta
is mostly controlled by the inertial and capillary forces. A
seen from typical Fig. 6, the inviscid fluid approximation wor
quite well within almost the whole time interval of the first ris

The Bosanquet Solution
n- As discussed above, the inviscid approximation [24] describes
the initial stage of liquid penetration until the viscosity effects
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FIG. 6. The effect of fluid viscosity. (a) The dimensionless column hei
as a function of the dimensionless time for variousÄ. (b) The dimensionless
velocity of front propagation as a function of the dimensionless time. The
mensionless apparent mass isα = 0.1. The upper border for existence of fro
oscillations corresponds toÄ = 2.2.

become comparable to the inertial ones. Thus, the phase po
in Fig. 1 shows that for any initial injection velocity there e
ists a solution. The zeroth initial velocity assumed in the S
approach is not exceptional. It is interesting to analyze how
proposed analysis is related to the Bosanquet approach, w
implies a finite universal initial velocity. To make this compa
son, one must letα→ 0. However, the transition to this limit i
not straightforward.

Decreasing the magnitude ofα to zero, one arrives at th
situation when the lineH = −α merges with the lineH = 0.
Therewith, the origin of coordinates is transformed into the
perbolic special point and the loop of separatrix replaces
cyclic SNC trajectory. The cyclic trajectories inside the loop
separatrix refer to the oscillations around the equilibrium

are qualitatively similar to the cyclic trajectories inside the SN
trajectory for nonzerothα’s.
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However, although the trajectories enveloping the loop of s
aratrix retain their nonsingular topological shape asα tends
to zero, the corresponding solutions alter their behavior
nificantly. Each of these solutions is characterized by a fi
nonzeroth momentumZ = H d H/dT = C 6= 0 at T = 0. As
seen from Eq. [28], whenα = 0 andH → 0, the liquid front
advances asH ∼ T1/2, implyingd H/dT→∞, but this “diffu-
sion” kinetics is physically different from the LW regime. Th
regime is caused by an intricate momentum balance at the in
instant of liquid penetration. The momentumZ = H d H/dT
cannot be set to zero, rather it depends on the dynamics o
fluid pattern development outside the pore at the moment o
first liquid–solid contact. This effect is seemingly kindred
the rocket jet effect. Indeed, although there is no visible mo
ment at the moment of start, the jet impulse forces the ro
to take off. Thus, in general, one has to set a nonzeroth
memtumZ = C 6= 0 at T = 0 as an initial condition for the
Bosanquet equation [3]. Since the viscous forces on the
tial stage of penetration are dominated by the inertial ones
same arguments regarding the effect of a nonzeroth initial
mentum are applicable in a general situation of viscous fl
uptake.

Consider the singular solution corresponding to the loop
separatrix, for which the initial momentum is zero,Z = 0 at
T = 0. This trajectory is the Bosanquet solution. Indeed, us
the first integral [28] withC = Cs = α3/6+ α2/2 in the limit
of vanishingα,

lim
α→0

Uα = lim
α→0

d H/dT|separatrix,H=0

= lim
α→0

1

α

√
α3/3+ α2 = 1, [32]

we arrive in the dimensional variables at the Bosanquet cha
teristic velocityUBosanquet= dx/dt|x,t=0 =

√
`capg. Thus, the

transition from the general equation [24] to the Bosanquet e
tion in not analytical. Although small, the term associated w
α gives rise to a singular perturbation of the solution and
responsible for the initial kinetics of uptake.

Mechanical Analogies

There is a very helpful mechanical analog of the Bosanq
problem that allows us to look at the problem from another p
of view (31–33, 39). Consider an ideally flexible uniform hea
chain initially coiled at the table. If it is pulled up by a consta
force numerically equal to our wetting force, the motion of
head end can be found by integrating Eq. [24] withα = 0. At
each time new links are attached to the bottom end byinelastic
shockscaused by impulse 2πr γ cosθ dt. The change of momen
tum of the end elementdxdue to this shock isπr 2ρUBosanquetdx.
Equating both increments, we arrive at the Bosanquet velo
The energy in such a motion is not conserved, but a part is los

Cto the shocks. The effect is apparent if we consider the inverse
motion, when the chain is falling down. For this process we have
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the Meshcherskii equation of motion (32, 33, 39, 40) in which
reaction of the substrate has to be included into the force bal
x d2x/dt2 = Freaction− (dx/dt)2+ 2γ cosθ/ρr − xg. The re-
action force can be found by considering the momentum bala
at the chain end as above,Freactiondt = (dx/dt) dx. Therefore,
we have the equation

x d2x/dt2 = 2γ cosθ/ρr − xg, [33]

which is exactly the equation suggested in (6). As mentioned
fore, the same equation was introduced by Bernoulli to desc
the fall of a fluid column in a pipe (25).

Although useful, the analogy with the chain motion cann
be extended directly onto the hydrodynamic problem with
a thorough hydrodynamic justification. In the general case
nonzerothα, the initial velocity is expressed via the Bosanqu
value and a prefactoru =

√
2C/α2 as

dx/dt|x=0 = uUBosanquet=
√

2`capgC/α2. [34]

Thus, the solution characterized byC = α2/2 gives the initial
velocity equal to the Bosanquet value. IfC > α2/2, the ini-
tial velocity is greater than the Bosanquet value; otherwise
smaller.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The above analysis allows us to look at the discrepancy
tween the Bosanquet–Szekely–Neumann–Chuang theorie
experimental data on spontaneous uptake from a different p
of view. According to Eq. [24], the penetration regimes are
termined by the dimensionless factorα ≈ r/`cap (c is assumed
to be of the order of unity). In so doing, the initial veloci
is specified by the integration constantC, Eq. [34]. In the ex-
periments (Table 1) with the linear Bosanquet-like kinetics,
observed initial velocity was smaller than the Bosanquet va
Hence, the corresponding solutions of the SNC Eq. [24]
characterized by the integration constantC < α2/2. The exper-
imental observation, however, cannot be proved on the bas
the mathematical model in Eqs. [25] and [26]. The model un
consideration does not impose any restriction on the rang
admissible initial velocities.

Although justified for applications at the length scales mu
greater than the pore size, the SNC approach requires a
curate formulation of the initial conditions. The initial velo
ity of liquid penetration is determined by the conditions of t
liquid–solid contact. It depends on the process prehistory
the specifics of adhesion interactions. While the hydrodyna
factor associated with a particular fluid flow pattern outside
pore space is intuitively understandable (liquid can be de
ered to the pore entrance with different velocities), the adhe
factor is not so obvious and has not yet received a proper

sideration. A detailed discussion of the contact conditions of t
liquid–solid bridging will be presented elsewhere. The orig
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of the adhesion effect is as follows. When a liquid–gas int
face approaches a solid surface, it inevitably enters the re
of action of intermolecular forces. For a van der Waals fluid,
solid–liquid intermolecular interactions become dominant wh
the gap width narrows to about 1µm. Once this distance is ap
proached, the solid surface pulls up the liquid–gas interfac
form a bridge. Further, the bridge spreads over the solid and
liquid invades the pore space. That is, even under the condit
of an initially flat undisturbed liquid surface and a vanishing r
ative velocity of the liquid–solid approach, the adhesion eff
gives rise to a nonzeroth rate of the initial liquid invasion.
solution of the bridging problem would provide a startup im
pulse of the invading liquid, which should be accounted for
the initial conditions to the SNC equation. The hydrodynam
problem of bridging is akin to the classical problem of the im
pact of a body on a free surface of liquid (34). Another proble
beyond the scope of the paper concerns the meniscus fo
tion. To be consistent, we have to assume that the time of
meniscus formation is much smaller than the hydrodynamic t
τ = √`cap/g. The problem of the first approach and the proble
of meniscus formation are interconnected and their solutio
highly desirable.

In summary, we conclude that the generalized equation of
take in the inviscid approximation [23] allows one to consid
a variety of regimes of spontaneous liquid penetration cha
terized by different initial velocities. There are two groups
solutions: One corresponds to the liquid rebound. The other
scribes the periodic regimes characterized by the liquid fr
oscillations around the equilibrium position. The inviscid a
proximation is suitable for analyses of the initial stage of upta
while the viscosity effects are insignificant. The considerat
of viscous dissipation at the later stage of uptake would lea
the deterioration of liquid oscillations. The developed meth
extends the area of applicability of the conventional theor
such as the Bosanquet and Szekely–Neumann–Chuang mo
which are restricted to the assumption that the fluid invades
pore with a vanishing impulse. The initial conditions of liqu
penetration are affected by the outside hydrodynamic effects
the solid–liquid adhesion interactions.
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